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the last circus

dreams of following in his father's career footsteps, but has seen too much ... It is here that he meets Natalia, a gorgeous acrobat, and abused wife of Sergio. 
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SYNOPSIS 1937, Spain is in the midst of the brutal Spanish Civil War. A "Happy" circus clown is interrupted mid-performance and forcibly recruited by a militia. Still in his costume, he is handed a machete and led into battle against National soldiers, where he single handedly massacres an entire platoon. This absurd and disturbing scenario raises the curtain on a twisted tale of love, revenge, and psychopathic clowns that could only spring from the mind of filmmaker Álex de la Iglesia. Fast forward to 1973, the tail end of the Franco regime. Javier, the son of the clown, dreams of following in his father's career footsteps, but has seen too much tragedy in his life - he's simply not funny and is only equipped to play the role of the Sad Clown. He finds work in a circus where he befriends an outlandish cast of characters, but as the Sad Clown he must take the abuse of the brutish Happy Clown Sergio, who humiliates Javier daily in the name of entertainment. It is here that he meets Natalia, a gorgeous acrobat, and abused wife of Sergio. Javier falls deeply in love with Natalia and tries to rescue her from her cruel and violent husband, unleashing Sergio's jealousy. But Natalia is torn between her affection towards Javier and her lust for Sergio. With neither man willing to back down, this twisted love triangle evolves into a ferocious battle between Sad Clown and Happy Clown, escalating to unbelievable heights in this absurd, shocking, irreverent and unforgettable film.
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT – ALEX DE LA IGLESIA I’m making this film to exorcise a pain in my soul that just won’t go away, like oil stains. I wash my clothes with movies. I feel ridiculed, horribly mutilated by a marvelous and sad past, as if I were drowning in nostalgia for something that never happened, a huge nightmare that won’t allow me to be happy. I’m a filmmaker, not a terrorist. I want to annihilate the rage and the pain with a grotesque joke that will make others laugh and cry at the same time. I want to burn out the wounds that burn my nights with acid, when the anguish becomes unbearable and the devils that live by my side whisper softly into my ears and become painfully real. I am two people, maybe more. I can make out a spoilt child, cowardly and cruel, who enjoys hurting and pinching the cheeks of those weaker than him. I know he hates me and wants to destroy me, but the only way for him to stop torturing me is to let him out. He needs to enjoy himself, laugh uproariously, vomit all over the celluloid. There’s also a bitter elderly woman, aware of her age and of her ignorance, but mostly of her guilt. She would like to love passionately, but knows that’s not possible. She wants to be liked, she wishes with all her might to make others happy even if she doesn’t know how to enjoy life. Perhaps these two strange creatures define this film. Their struggle is a summary of my life, of what I’ve seen around me, a confusing and absurd display, both grotesque and disappointing, but also incredibly touching within its own stupidity. The only dignity, the only possible salvation for these cowards lost in their own hell is a good joke, a comedy, a pantomime capable of dissolving the bile that sticks to the sticky surface of reality. I want the film to take place in 1973, when I was eight years old. I remember that time as a dream, a nightmare that made no sense. The decline of Franco’s regime is like the prehistory of my life. It hides are wild animals, hunger and sorrow, murderers and my brothers and my mother, but, above all, my father. Perhaps that was the year in which reality was most like a dream. “El Lute”, the death of Carrero Blanco, the TV clowns… They all come together in my memory. I’m not sure who the clown was and who the child was in that strange hallucination. Terrorism, childhood, television. All concepts that intermingle and overlay each other in my head, creating an enigma, a hieroglyphic, that I need to decipher. Alex de la Iglesia, 2009
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CAST LIST JAVIER SERGIO NATALIA COLONEL SALCEDO RING MASTER ANDRES RAMIRO MASTER OF CEREMONIES SONSOLES FATHER STUPID CLOWN MILITIAN CAPTAIN CLOWN CLEVER JAVIER (CHILD 1937) JAVIER (YOUNG 1943) CHILDREN’S MOTHER MANUEL DOLORES NATIONAL SOLDIER



Carlos ARECES Antonio DE LA TORRE Carolina BANG Sancho GRACIA Juan Luis GALIARDO Enrique VILLÉN Manuel TAFALLE Manuel TEJADA Gracia OLAYO Santiago SEGURA Roberto ALAMO Fofito Sasha DI BENEDETTO Jorge CLEMENTE Juana CORDERO Luis VARELA Terele PAVEZ Fran PEREA



CREW LIST DIRECTOR SCREENWRITER PRODUCER CO-PRODUCER LINE PRODUCER CASTING DIRECTOR EDITOR PRODUCTION DESIGNER COSTUME DESIGNER MAKE-UP COSTUME DESIGNER COMPOSER



Alex DE LA IGLESIA Alex DE LA IGELSIA Gerardo HERRERO Mariela BESUIEVSKY Franck RIBIERE Verane FREDIANI Yousak BOKHARI Camila-Valentina ISOLA Kiko DE LA RICA Eduardo HIDALGO Paco DELGADO Jose QUETGLAS Nieves SANCHEZ Roque BANOS
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The Last Crusade CCG 

The Last Crusade is a quick, yet realistic game of World War II combat, recreating the .... "Hitler" or â€œStalinâ€� cards; any cards that mention either of these leaders, even in the historical ... Also, units can perform tasks that don't normally c
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the last mistress 

Having the leading role in a big production is pretty exciting. ..... POUPÉES ET DES ANGES as well as Catherine Breillat's next film BAD LOVE (temporary title).
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The Last Station 

A tale of two romances, one beginning, one near its end, The Last Station is a complex, funny ... FILMMAKERS. Written and directed by Michael Hoffman (A Midsummer Night's Dream, One Fine Day, ...... Plummer was elected into the. Theatre's ...
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The Last Ship 

Like that strange moving finger at Balthazar's Feast,. Where they asked the ..... And the name upon the draftsman's chart, Isambard Brunel. A riveter was on the hull ..... Ira Coleman â€“ Bass. Joe Bonadio ... Clarinet: Jon Carnac. Bassoon: Gavin ...
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The last consultation 

Infectious pathologies, cardiovascular ones, digestive ones, none had any secret for me. It was one month after my inauguration that the first incident occurred.
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The last love letter - aejjr 

book of poems that I composed myself, all inspired by you. That was the first time I ... towards you, my first overture, a small gesture of love. I took a chance, not ...
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LAST OF THE JUST PDF 

related with last of the just PDF, include : Knowsys 20 Grade 9 Narrative Answers, Kuta Software. Solving Exponential Growth Answers, La Practicque Et ...
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The Islamists' Last Stand 

PRESIDENT gEORgE W. BuSH: “The face of .... PRESIDENT BuSH'S STATE DEPT.: “Anti-Muslim .... JIMMY cARTER, u.S. PRESIDENT, 1977–81: “Rushdie's ...
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last call at the oasis 

(Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations) in her area. Antibiotics ... LAST CALL AT THE OASIS ends on a hopeful note with a visit with Friends of the Earth ... known for many years, having first met when Weyermann was at the Sundance.
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The Colmar Pocket - The Last Crusade CCG 

During the offensives of November 1944, the cities of Strasbourg and ... The urgency for the Allies to reduce the Colmar pocket becomes pressing and on.
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Circus Maximus - Jultey 

5Â° (Jan.) / 30Â° (Jul.) â€¢ Paris: 1Â° (Jan.) / 25Â° (Jul.) â€“ Altitude: 37 m. â€“ Area: 1 285 km2 .... 31. What you will see in the streets. â€¢ Crowded streets. â€“ Lot of places with.
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The Red Baron's Last Flight - Aerostories 

It is a ritual that goes back to ... the dog. â€œCertainly notâ€� Bodenschatz expostu- lates! He remembers that ... kneels down, hugs the dog's neck and face the.
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Frisches Haff, Germany - The Last Crusade CCG 

Special cards. Use the tactical rules (Beachhead to Berlin p77 to p86) for choosing the special cards. Special cards: Each player has a 36 special cards deck (2 ...
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Formigny, France - The Last Crusade CCG 

3 M4 Sherman. German units : â€¢. Elements of Grenadier-Regiment 916. 8 Rifle + 1 MG Crew + 1 81mm Mortar + 1 75mm AT Gun. â€¢. Supporting tank. 1 Stug III G.
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Operation Cobra - The Last Crusade CCG 

The British 2nd Army to the north was pinned in place by seven German armored divisions. To the south, the farmland ... 19th U.S. Corps: â€¢. HQ. 3 M4 + 1 105mm ...
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Berlin, Germany - The Last Crusade CCG 

established a bridgehead in the building on the corner of Kronprinzen Avenue. ... of strongpoints were to be cleared: Kroll Opera, Alsenstrasse buildings and.
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Tis the Last Rose of Summer V1_0 
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last months club meeting the players - SHADOWMANIACS 

Oct 3, 2015 - LAST MONTHS CLUB MEETING. Breakthru' started the evening with some Shadows and Cliff numbers before opening the floor up for ...
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last months club meeting the players - SHADOWMANIACS 

Sep 26, 2015 - medley of songs, sadly Peter Netley was unwell so Steve Deeds stood in. All the best Peter, get well soon. THE PLAYERS. Bob Withrington ...
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last months meeting the players - SHADOWMANIACS 

Dec 5, 2015 - LAST MONTHS MEETING. In our beautifully decorated club the evening started off unusually rather slowly, but soon began filling up to what ...
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Last Stop.pdf 

Marshal needs to get his posse up and ... The Last Stop is also a story full of murder ... the US government charged with keeping .... five other passengers on the train, as ... someone who appreciated his views, ... with scalpel, suture thread, lett
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Last News 

9 juin 2015 - Durée du séjour Hôtel(catégorie). PrestationsDate. Aéroport de départ. Prix en Fr./pers. Soleil & Plage. Bourgas. 7 Park Hotel Continental(M).
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Last News 

8 janv. 2016 - Aéroport de départ. Prix en Fr./pers. Soleil & Plage. Faro. 14 Algarve Gardens(M). L ST 12.11.15. Zurich. 279,-. Faro. 14 Quinta do Mar da Luz ...
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